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kxdx Any such motion ca n be moved as a substitute, and may be substitud

on the majority action, and may be passed. After all of the motions

which were passed the previous day have been considered and acted upon,

or rejected, zxtx or ± at least the opportunity has been given

so to do, and some may have been voluntarily passed up, in case the

mind of the whole body tax had changed during the night upon them,

then it will be possible for anyone to kx move any motion which

was approved the day before/ tytx by one-third of these present.

However, at any time tii±Ngx during the plenary session, a motion to

adjourn the plenary session can be made, and such a motion is unde

batable. kx The undebatability of motions to adjourn is an unworkable

thing, ordinarily, because people do not know what else there is that

might come up. In this case, it will be entirely workable and right,',

since all motions that could come up are before them in mimeographed

form and have already been studied by them. Thus, at the end of the

action on the motions that received the full vote, or at any time

before it, or after it, a motion can be made to adjourn, and if

so, the wtxxx motions that received approval of a third of the body

automatically die, as far as that day's plenary session is concerned.

Attexxtkaxandxog The plenary session shall last as long as the body

cares to have it last. After ±x it finishes, t whatever is the

order k of the day as of that time will be taken up, unless the body

votes in the following exploratory session to substitute something

that was listed as the order of the day at a time which the plenary

session was xbx still in continuance. The order of Exzx the

day cannot interrupt the plenary session.

TxxxxxTxxThs

Thus, the subjects will be taken up in regular order in the

exploratory sessions. Reports given and discussed, motions made,

and so forth. ny action, however, does not become final or enter

the minutes until passed at a plenary session on the following day.
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